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London, UK – 25th September 2014
Xtravirt, the Centre of Excellence and leading provider of cloud and virtualisation solutions, is soon to
launch an exciting new innovation for virtual IT environments, code named SONAR. A highly engineered
analytics tool with a lightweight footprint, SONAR rapidly gathers, assesses and reports on numerous
elements across the virtual data centre and desktop.
Impressively, this potent software is capable of swiftly processing tens of millions of points of data
and, through its powerful manipulation tools, it targets the precise information required and
automatically translates this into a single, easy-to-digest report of your VMware vSphere® estate in the
form of a “health check”.
The authors of SONAR are currently seeking organisations to take an active part in the Beta testing
programme for this innovative reporting tool, in exchange for a FREE health check of their vSphere
environment, backed up by a VMware-accredited consultant for half a day on-site.
Gavin Jolliffe, CEO at Xtravirt, states: “We have been overwhelmed with the response from organisations
wishing to participate in the SONAR Beta programme, but there is still room for a few more as we are
committed to obtaining as much diverse feedback as possible.”
Applications for becoming a Beta test site are now open and can be found at SONAR Beta Programme
(http://www.sonar-raas.com).
Praise for SONAR - SONAR sets the benchmark for a world-leading architecture practice
(http://www.sonar-raas.com/pdf/SONAR_CS.pdf)
About Xtravirt
When it comes to credentials, Xtravirt is the only IT consulting services organisation in Europe to hold
all of VMware’s currently available partner solution competencies in cloud, workspace and data centre.
Many of Xtravirt’s solutions and service offerings are enhanced through the application of SONAR as
part of their extensive toolsets, until now only available to their own consulting team. This means that
Xtravirt provides tangible competitive benefits by reducing project timeframes and costs, enabling a
faster ROI for customers.
Xtravirt has been providing FREE utility software to the IT technical community for nearly a decade,
having realised early on that the more free tools a company provides, the more goodwill is developed with
IT administrators in the trenches. Xtravirt is then front of mind as a reliable source with a deep
technical appreciation when the need comes to purchase a product with more features, such as SONAR.
Impressively, Xtravirt has logged over 370,000 download requests for technical white papers and nearly
140,000 people have downloaded their highly popular FREE utility software to assist with the support of
virtual environments.
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